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SUMMARYOF 10 CFR;50.59 CHANGES FOR THE REPORT PERIOD
MAY3, 1993 - OCTOBER 28, 1994

A. Facility Changes

Post-Accident Sam lin S stem Re lacement ofCom onents

DCP J-33550 Rev. 0, Unit 1 and DCP J-34550 Rev. 0, Unit 2

This change replaced components of the Post-Accident Sampling System. The

conductivity probe, the pH probe, and the dissolved oxygen probe and indicator were
replaced with more accurate, compatible, and reliable equipment from different
manufacturers. The replacement Orbisphere dissolved oxygen probe/analyzer system does

not have any recording capability as did the previous equipment.

Safet Evaluation Summa

The Post-Accident Sampling System is nonsafety-related equipment that meets the
requirements for accident monitoring instrumentation. The recording capability for
dissolved oxygen is not required for post-accident monitoring. This equipment is not
involved in or credited in any accident analysis, nor does it serve any safety function. The
maintenance of this equipment is included in the. administrative Technical Specification
(TS) 6.8.4.e., which is not affected by this change.

Note: This DCP was implemented in 1986, but did not result in an FSAR Update change
at that time. A recent discovery ofan inconsistency in a table in FSAR Update Chapter 9

resulted in the FSAR Update change that is now being reported.

2. Residual Heat Removal Pum Im eller Re lacement
DCP M-37848 Rev. 0, Unit 1

This modification allowed for the installation and use ofa residual heat removal (RHR)
pump impeller made from ASTM A487 (low alloy steel casting) instead ofASTM A296
(iron-nickel-chromium). This change in materials was necessitated by the cancellation of
ASTM Standard A296-74 and the lack ofconforming materials.

Safet Evaluation Summa

The new impeller is an equivalent replacement part for the old impeller. It meets or
exceeds the technical and quality requirements of the original impeller and was supplied by
the original manufacturer ofthe pump. The new impeller is mechanically interchangeable
with the old impeller. The functional requirements of the RHR pump have been met using
the new impeller as verified by performance ofplant surveillance tests. Therefore, the
change to a new impeller material does not affect the probability or consequences ofany





accident or malfunction ofequipment important to safety previously evaluated in the

FSAR Update, no different type ofaccident or malfunction is created, and no margin of
safety is changed.

Note: This DCP was implemented in 1987, but did not result in an FSAR Update change

at that time. A recent discovery ofan inconsistency between the text and a table in FSAR
Update Chapter 6 resulted in the FSAR Update change that is now being reported.

3. Re laceExistin Tem ora ServiceAirS stemE ui mentwithNewE ui ment

DCP M-45722 Rev. 0, Units 1 and 2

This change replaced existing temporary Service Air (SA) System equipment with new
permanent SA System equipment. This change also isolated the Instrument Air(IA)
System and the new SA System, which establishes two independent compressed air
systems. The new SA compressors provide adequate capacity during plant normal
operation. Additional filters and dryers willbe added to the SA System to bring air quality
up to the IA standards, which willallow backfeeding SA into the IASystem during an

emergency (via IAfilters in the turbine building) without the possibility ofcontamination.
This willimprove the reliability and availability of the IASystem.

Safet Evaluation Summa

The SA System is Design Class IIand is required for startup and normal operation of the
plant. This system is not required for shutdown of the reactor and is not the initiator of
any of the analyzed accidents in the FSAR Update. The system is not required for reactor
protection, containment isolation or accident mitigation. Therefore, there is no increase in
accident probability or consequences due to this change.

The addition ofnew, more reliable components does not change the operation of the
system from that which previously existed. Hence, the probability and consequence of
malfunctions are not increased.

The change replaced the existing temporary SA with a more reliable permanent SA
System. The new system has been designed so as to not affect the nearby underground
firewater loop piping. Therefore, no different accidents or malfunctions are created due to
this change.

The change affects only the Class IIportion of the compressed air system that is not
covered in any TS.





4. Installation ofCorrosion Monitorin S stem in the Com onent Coolin Water S stem

DCP M-47029 Rev. 0, Unit 1 and DCP M-48029 Rev. 0, Unit 2

This change provided for corrosion monitoring of the Component Cooling Water (CCW)
System. The corrosion monitoring system consists ofa corrosion test loop installed

between two taps in the system. The test loop consists offour coupon locations and two
spare connections for future use.

This design change provides the capability to monitor the effectiveness of the molybdate-
based CCW corrosion inhibitor. The data provide a quantitative measure of the actual
corrosion rates in the safety-related CCW System.

Safet Evaluation Summa

The corrosion monitoring system test loop that has been added to the CCW System is

seismically qualified to maintain the CCW System pressure boundary and to avoid
interaction with surrounding equipment. The monitoring system does not change the
CCW System characteristics nor affect the performance or functions of the CCW System.
The CCW System does not contribute to the initiation ofan accident, and this design
change does not affect how the CCW System responds following an accident. Therefore,
this design change does not increase the probability or the consequences ofany accident
previously evaluated in the FSAR Update.

The test loop contains a Class I strainer that willprevent any loose coupons, screws, or
nuts from entering the CCW headers. The pressure retaining portion of the coupon holder
is seismically qualified. The test loop does not affect the performance of the CCW System
and the design change did not create any interactions with other safety-related systems.
Therefore, there is no effect on any malfunction ofequipment important to safety
previously evaluated is the FSAR Update.

The addition of the corrosion test loop does not create different accidents or malfunctions.
Any parts in the test loops that could become loose are trapped by a qualified strainer.
Failure of the isolation valves in the test loop would not have an impact on the safety
function ofthe CCW System. There are no electrical devices associated with the test
loop.

Since the design change does not change any functions or the performance of the CCW
System, there is no change in the margin ofsafety provided by this system.

5. HVAC - 480V Switch ear/125V Inverter Room Vent S stem
DCP H-47456 Rev. 1, Unit 1 and DCP H-48456 Rev. 0, Unit 2

Supply and exhaust fans in the Class I 480V AC Switchgear and 125V DC Inverter Room
Ventilation System were replaced with fans ofhigher capacity and pressure to





accommodate the increased heat loads from replacement inverters being installed by DCP
E-47283 and DCP E-48283 (reviewed by the NRC in Amendment 83 and 82 dated
September 17, 1993). The replacement fans are similar to the existing fans, but are
provided with higher horsepower motors (50 hp vs. 20 hp). Also, this change includes
improvements to the associated supply and exhaust ductwork and removal ofroughing
filters on supply fans S-43 and S-44. To provide ventilation during the fan replacement,
temporary ductwork connections were provided to the existing Class IICable Spreading
Room AirConditioning Unit No. AC-170.

Safet Evaluation Summa

To compensate for the increased heat load in the switchgear and inverter rooms due to the
inverter replacement, higher capacity fans were installed to maintain the room environment
within its design envelope and under the limits specified by TS 3.7.11. The replacement
equipment is similar in design, performs the same functions, and has equivalent
qualification as the existing equipment. The additional electrical load due to the higher
horse power motors was reviewed to ensure that the load was within the capacity of the
emergency diesel generators and the fuel oil inventory. The temporary ventilation was
reviewed and found to be adequate during the fan replacement since the work is being
done during an outage when the maximum expected heat load during this mode is much
lower.

Re lace Valve Motor 0 erators in the Safet In'ection S stem
DCP J-47502 Rev. 0, Unit 1 and DCP J-48502 Rev. 0, Unit 2

This change replaced the high speed motors (3375 rpm) on the Limitorque motor
operators for Valves 8808A, B, C and D and Valves 8809A and B with new low speed
motors(1705 rpm). This change resulted in a change to the valve stroke time. The high
speed motors are capable ofexerting large impact loads on the motor operators at the
start and stop portion of the opening and closing strokes due to motor inertia. The
installation oflow speed motors greatly reduces this inertial loading and the wear and
potential failure modes associated with it.

Safet Evaluation Summa

The new stroke times for the valves do not exceed the FSAR Update requirements. No
other critical parameters are changed in this design change. The new motors are properly
qualified per the requirements ofRPE J-7466. Replacement of the existing motors with
slower ones does not change the valve functions. Hence, this change cannot increase the
probability or consequences ofpreviously evaluated FSAR Update accidents.

The reduction ofmotor speed reduces the impact loads on the motor pinion while
maintaining their original intended function. Hence, this motor replacement does not





increase the probability ofoccurrence or consequences of failure of important-to-safety

equipment.

Based on the above discussion, this valve motor replacement does not create any new or
different accidents or malfunctions.

Since the valves, with the new low speed motors installed, willstill meet their intended

function and are required to be maintained open with power removed during power
operation per TS 3.5.1 and 3.5.2, this change does not affect the margin ofsafety as

defined in the TS bases.

7. Modi Select Motor-0 crated Valve Parts to Enhance Performance
DCP J-47513 Rev. 3, Unit 1 and DCP J-48513 Rev. 2, Unit 2

This change does increase motor size; change stems/stem nuts and gear ratios; change
stem material; install new spring packs, change limiter plates; establish new torque switch
setpoints; decrease the motor sizes (on certain operators); add stronger yokes; reorient the
bonnet, yoke and operator on one motor-operated valve (MOV); modify the pipe
supports; and modify motor protective devices. Valve new stroke times are still within
allowable system requirements. Four valves have TS stroke time requirements that
continue to be met aAer execution ofthe change.

Safet Evaluation Summa

The modified valves are not related to the cause ofany accident.

The changes made to the valves are intended to improve their performance. Stroke time
changes for these valves remain acceptable. Hence, the probability and consequences of
previously evaluated FSAR Update accidents are not increased.

The changes made to the valves use equal or better quality to that originally supplied.
Hence, valve performance willbe improved. These changes do not affect valve or
operator function, other than to make the assemblies more reliable. Therefore, there is no
increase in probability or consequences ofFSAR Update evaluated malfunctions. These
changes do not create new accidents or malfunctions.

Stroke times (or combination of times for switchover processes) per TS Table 3.3-5 are
not exceeded due to this change. Hence, the margin ofsafety as defined in the TS is not
reduced.





8. Isolate the South Site Fire Water S stem from the Main Yard Loo Fire Water S stem

DCP M-47548 Rev. 0, Common

This design provides the mechanism by which Valves 0-FP-4 and 0-FP-1214 may be

repositioned from the normally open position to the normally closed position. The

purpose ofclosing 0-FP-4 and 0-FP-1214 is to isolate the South Site Fire Water System

(SSFWS) from the Main Yard Loop Fire Water System (MYLFWS). Hydraulic transients

were being introduced during system flushing and testing due to interaction between

system components, resulting in system component failures. Both systems are designed

and constructed to operate completely independent ofone another. Additionally, the

auto-stop timer associated with the Fire Pumps 0-3 and 0-4 control circuitry has been

defeated by the installation ofa shunt across the contacts 6 and 7. This precludes the

possibility of the pump stopping and then starting again within a very short duration
(seconds). This feature was believed to have contributed to the intensity of the water
hammer.

Safet Evaluation Summa

The SSFWS was installed to protect peripheral buildings outside the protected area. The
MYLFWS is dedicated to those buildings and structures which directly support the
operation of the plant. The raw water reservoir and the 300,000 gallon fire water storage
are the primary sources ofwater for the MYLFWS. The SSFWS was never intended to
supplement the MYLFWS for protection ofbuildings, systems, components, or structures
important to safety. Isolating the SSFWS from MYLFWSwillnot have any affect on
accident mitigation or on any previous analysis concerning the probability ofoccurrence or
the consequences ofan accident. The SSFWS is a completely independent system.
Failure of this system is not postulated to have any affect on any systems or components
important-to-safety. The failure or malfunction of this system cannot create nor increase
the possibility of an accident different than those already evaluated in the FSAR Update.
The MYLFWS does not depend upon the SSFWS as a supplemental source of fire water
and, therefore, the closure ofValves 0-FU-4 and 0-MU-1412 willnot have any impact on
the safety of the plant.

When Fire Pumps 0-1 and 0-2 ofthe MYLFWS are removed from service or are declared
inoperable, credit is taken for Fire Pumps 0-3 and 0-4 to meet the requirements of the TS.
Fire Pumps 0-3 and 0-4 provide the backup source ofwater as required as a compensatory
measure in the TS. Isolation of the SSFWS from MYLFWSwillnot preclude this from
happening as the Valves 0-FU-4 and 0-MU-1214 willbe administratively opened while
Pumps 0-1 and/or 0-2 and rendered inoperable. Therefore, the margin ofsafety is not
reduced.





9. Redundant Overcurrent Protection - Reactor Coolant Pum Vibration Monitorin S stem

DCP E-47677 Rev. 0, Unit 1 and DCP E-48677 Rev. 0, Unit 2

A second (redundant) circuit breaker was added to the 120V AC power circuit associated

with the non-vital, Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) Vibration Monitoring System (VMS).
This was needed to obtain the committed-to configuration for protection of the

containment electrical penetration assembly through which this circuit passes. Backup
overcurrent devices are installed to protect conductors (and the penetration assemblies)

from damage due to short circuit currents.

Safet Evaluation Summa

This modification resulted in a configuration for this circuit that is similar to other circuits
that penetrate the containment wall. Functionally, the RCP VMS is not actively associated

with the cause or mitigation ofany accidents or malfunctions analyzed in the FSAR "

Update. The additional circuit breaker provides the assurance that electrical faults cannot

compromise the required integrity ofcontainment. Therefore, the radiological
consequences ofanalyzed events requiring containment integrity is not increased. The
new electrical materials and their location are compatible with the VMS circuitry and the
local plant environment so as to not introduce any new or different accidents or
malfunctions. TS requirements and their bases margin ofsafety are maintained by the

proper configuration and capacity of the protective devices.

10. Neutron Flux Level Recorder Added to Post-Accident Monitorin Panel PAM1
DCP E-47689 Rev. 0, Unit 1 and DCP E-48689 Rev. O,.Unit 2

In response to NRC Inspection 88-02 unresolved issue, PG&E committed in DCL-92-031
to install a seismically qualified Wide Range Neutron Flux Recorder NR 52 in the Post-
Accident Monitoring Panel PAM 1 in the control room. The Neutron Flux Loop NI-52 is

Class IB, Cat I, Type B and the recorder meets the requirements ofRegulatory Guide

(RG) 1.97, Revision 3. The recorder has a scale of 10'o 100 percent offull power and

is used to record neutron flux levels for evaluating trends and core power history for post-
accident analysis.

Safet Evaluation Summa

The neutron flux loop to which the recorder is connected has no reactor trip functions and

is only used for post-accident monitoring. The TS for accident monitoring
instrumentation (TS 3.3.3.6) does not included the neutron flux loop nor is it involved in

any accident or taken credit for to mitigate an accident. The impact ofadding the recorder
to the neutron flux loop was reviewed and the overall current loop resistance is within the
design limits as specified by the manufacturer. Also, to preclude any system interaction,
the recorder is powered from the same loop instrument AC power channel. The additional
load is within the design limits for the distribution system.



'



11. Se aratePower Su 1 for Steam Generator WideRan eLevel Instruments forLoo s

2-3 and 2-4
DCP E-47690 Rev. 0, Unit 1 and DCP E-48690 Rev. 0, Unit 2

NRC Inspection Report 88-02 found PG&E had deviated from commitment to provide
separate power supplies to RG 1.97, variable 46, steam generator level. This change

provides a separate power supply for steam generator wide range level (SGWRL)
instruments for Loops 2-3 and 2-4 to preclude loss ofall indication from a single failure of
one instrument AC inverter. This change modifies stated instrument power supply from
Breakers 52-2414 and 52-2420 to Breakers 52-2314 and 52-2320. The function of the
instrument loops is not changed.

Safet Evaluation Summa

The SGWRL instrumentation is not part ofany previously evaluated accident initiation
scenarios in the FSAR Update. Providing separate power supplies to SGWRL
instrumentation, as required by RG 1.97, assures its ability to mitigate the consequences of
the "steam generator tube rupture" and the "loss ofnormal feedwater" accidents
previously evaluated in the FSAR Update.

This change prevents loss of all SGWRL indication upon loss of a single instrument AC
inverter. Hence, there is no increase in the probability or consequences ofany FSAR
Update evaluated malfunctions.

This change enhances the performance of the SGWRL instrumentation, assures separation
of redundant channels, and isolates affected equipment from the 120V AC vital bus by
installing fuses coordinated with the 120V AC breaker, where none existed before.
Hence, no different types ofaccidents or malfunctions are created.

Since this change only provides separate power supplies to SGWRL instrumentation, it
does not have any impact on the margin ofsafety as defined in the basis for TS 3/4.4.5.

12. Re lace Diesel Fuel Oil Transfer Pi in
DCP P-47733 Rev. 0, Units 1 and 2

This change replaced the existing corroded diesel fuel oil (DFO) transfer piping and
associated supports running from the fuel oil pump vaults to the day tanks for Diesel
Engine Generators 1-1, 1-2, 1-3, 2-1, and 2-2. The replacement piping is coated with a

heat-shrinkable pipeline coating system, supplemented by Devtar mastic coating, to
prevent corrosion. Similarly, the replacement supports are coated with Devtar for
corrosion prevention.

This change replaced the existing level control valves for each of the affected DFO supply
lines. The change also added manual stop valves in each of these lines and at four





locations in the DFO header lines. The new stop valves allow limited sections of the DFO
transfer piping system to be isolated, as required for maintenance, rather than removing
entire trains from service as is currently required. This change also removed abandoned

Cardox piping from the trench to make room for the replacement pipe.

Safet Evaluation Summa

The DFO transfer system supplies fuel oil to the diesel engine generators. The system is

required to mitigate the consequences ofan accident, but cannot initiate an accident.

The replacement piping performs the same function as the existing piping. The addition of
the coatings to the piping, valves and supports, the valve changes, and the minor piping
reroutes, do not affect the ability of the system to perform its accident mitigation
function. During construction, the trenches were uncovered, some fire barriers/seals were
modified, and portions of the wall separating the DFO trains were temporarily removed
and then reinstalled. To assure that the existing DFO lines or other important equipment
were not jeopardized, appropriate compensatory fire protection and security measures
were implemented. An evaluation was performed on the possible missile effects, and it
was determined to be acceptable to have the trenches temporarily uncovered. Measures to
mitigate seismically induced system interaction concerns were taken. Hence, the
consequences ofaccidents previously evaluated in the FSAR Update were not increased.

The replacement piping, level control valves (LCVs) and supports perform the same
function as the original piping, LCVs and supports. They have exterior coating systems
that are superior to the coatings on the original equipment. The redundant qualities of the
DFO trains remained intact except during the short periods (TS 72-hour action
statements) during construction when the new piping had to be tied into the system.
Therefore, neither the probability nor the consequences ofmalfunctions previously
evaluated in the FSAR Update were increased.

Since the system functions were not changed due to this change and all special conditions
that existed during construction vyere evaluated and compensatory measures taken, no
possibility for different accidents or malfunctions were created.

TS 3/4.8.1.1 and 3/4.8.1.2 requirements were complied with during construction and for
the completed change. Hence, this change does not reduce the margin ofsafety as defined
in TS bases.

13. Modification ofSafet -Related Block Walls
DCP C-47809 Rev. 2, Unit 1; DCP C-48809 Rev. 2, Unit 2; DCP C-48520 Rev. 0,
Unit 2; and DCP C-50004 Rev. 0, Unit 2

Modifications were made to structurally enhance the medium- and low-priority, safety-
related masonry walls in the turbine and auxiliary building. The modifications consist of





adding cover plates and/or steel columns/beams to the walls and strengthening top and

bottom connections. Modifications to Unit 1 wall A-2A included enlarging a window
opening to a door opening to allow access between the chemistry laboratory and the count
room. These modifications were made to qualify the masonry walls for a Hosgri
earthquake using elastic criteria conforming to PGEcE Letter DCL-91-026 to the NRC.

Safet Evaluation Summa

The safety-related masonry walls in the turbine and auxiliary buildings were structurally
reinforced to qualify them for meeting the requirements for a Hosgri earthquake using the
elastic criteria. These masonry walls do not have a pressure boundary function. The
modifications maintain the integrity of the fire barrier function of the walls, which is

documented in FHARE 99, FHARE 106, and FHARE 107. This is an enhancement to the
masonry walls that does not acct their safety-related capability.

14. Reclassi Instrument Loo s

DCP J-47813 Rev. 0, Unit 1 and DCP J-48813 Rev. 0, Unit 2

This design change reclassifies the following instrument loops:

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

Steam Generator pressure-reclassify from Class IB, Type D, Cat. 2 to Class IB,
Type A, Cat. 1

Pressurizer level—reclassify from Class IB, Type D, Cat. 1 to Class IB, Type A,
,Cat. 1

RCS hot/cold leg temperature —reclassify from Class IB, Type B, Cat. 1 to Class

IB, Type A, Cat. 1

Containment narrow range pressure —reclassify from Class IB, Type B, Cat. 1 to
Class IB, Type A, Cat. 1

Auxiliarysteam line Area K elevation 100'emperature monitors —reclassify from
Class IB, Type A, Cat. 1 to a new Class ID
Boric acid tank level indicator loops-reclassify the level transmitter loops LT-102
and LT-106 from Class IB, Type C, Cat. 1 to Class ID

Above items 1) through 4) are called out extensively in the emergency operating
procedures and, as such, should be considered as RG 1.97 Type A variables. Item 5)
above covers temperature indicators that are not RG 1.97 parameters that are reclassified
to Class ID for I&Ccomponents with certain Class I attributes that do not conform to
instrument Class IA, IB or IC components. Item 6) above has been reclassified Class ID
to meet Hosgri Report requirements. The loops under this item are not RG 1.97
parameters.
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Safet Evaluation Summa

This change does not change the environmental qualification, seismic, redundancy,
separation, or isolation requirements. Therefore, neither the probability or the
consequences ofpreviously evaluated in the FSAR Update willbe increased.

Since the same design requirements are maintained with the classification change and the
change does not result in any hardware change, these classification changes have not
created the possibility ofnew types ofaccidents or malfunctions.

The above classification changes do not reduce the margin ofsafety as defined in the basis

for TS 3.7-5, Tables 3.3-10 and 4.3-7.

15. Remove the Abandoned D -Cleanin Machines in the Radwaste Stora e Buildin
DCP N-47818 Rev. 0, Units 1 and 2

This change removes the abandoned dry-cleaning machines located in the laundry facility
of the radwaste storage building. The change included disconnecting the power supply to
the machines, removing the hoods above the machines, cutting offanchor bolts, and
removing the grout. The space taken by the dry-cleaning machines can be made available
for future DCPP laundry facilityupgrade.

Safet Evaluation Summa

The dry-cleaning machines are not part ofany accident initiation scenarios and are not part
ofany mitigation equipment. Hence, this change has no impact on previously evaluated
FSAR Update accidents.

The dry-cleaning machines that were removed are not important-to-safety, nor do they
interfere with any such equipment.

Removal of the abandoned dry-cleaning machines does not create any accidents or
malfunctions ofdiFerent types than any previously evaluated in the FSAR Update.

The dry-cleaning machines are not covered by any TS.

16. Install an Additional Com ressor at Unit 1 West Buttress and Im rove AirS stem Status
Indication in the Main Control Room
DCP M-47821 Rev. 0, Units 1 and 2

This change increased the plant Instrument Air (IA) System existing backup capacity by
650 scfm by installing an additional compressor at Unit 1 west buttress. Further, to
enhance the reliability ofboth Instrument Airand Service Air(SA) Systems, the status
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indication ofeach system in the main control room was improved to include more detailed

information.

Safet Evaluation Summa

The IAsystem is not the initiator ofany of the analyzed accidents in the FSAR Update.
The IAsystem is Design Class II and is not required for safe shutdown, reactor protection,
containment isolation, or accident mitigation. The changes made by this change do not
adversely affect the functionality of any accident mitigation systems or equipment.

The operation of the IAsystem is not changed by the changes described above. The IA
system is a Class II system that does not create, nor is it associated with, any malfunction
previously evaluated in the FSAR Update.

This change adds a new compressor to the IAsystem with no change to the overall system

design and operation. The installation of the new compressor was designed to ensure that
the diesel fuel oil storage tanks and the yard fire loop, located underground near the
compressor, would not be adversely impacted. Therefore, no diQerent accidents or
malfunctions are created due to this change.

The change aFects only the Class IIportion of the compressed air system that is not
referenced in the TS.

17. Addition andModificationofBatte 0 eratedLi hts
DCP E-47841 Rev. 1, Unit 1 and DCP E-48841 Rev. 1, Unit 2

These design changes involved modification and installation ofbattery operated lights
(BOLs) in various areas ofthe plant. It also included the addition ofuninterruptable
power supplies (UPS) units, a battery cabinet, and a fuse box for the pipe rack area

Appendix R lighting. The additional BOLs were installed as part of the corrective actions
identified in Nonconformance Report DCO-91-EN-N002 and LER 2-92-001 concerning
the lack ofadequate emergency lighting in certain areas of the plant for operation ofsafe

shutdown equipment and for access/egress during loss ofnormal power.

Safet Evaluation Summa

This design change enhanced the availability ofemergency lighting by installing additional
BOLs and UPS units to emergency lighting in the pipe rack area. This provides increased

lighting levels in areas of the plant that may require operator action and access following a

fire and a loss ofoffsite power. The equipment is nonsafety-related but is seismically
supported to preclude seismic interaction with safety-related equipment. These
modifications do not decrease the level of fire protection in the plant, and do not adversely
alter any part of the existing Fire Protection Program of the plant.
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18. Provide Alternative T ical Desi n for Vertical Cable Tra Fire-Sto s

DCP A-47854 Rev. 0, Units 1 and 2

This change involved adding provisions for an alternative typical design for vertical cable

tray fire-stops. The existing vertical fire-stop design has resulted in numerous instances of
costly maintenance work. This change provides additional information on Drawing
050029, which is used to install and maintain cable tray fire-stops. This change is not for
any specific installation.

Safet Evaluation Summa

Fire-stops are not associated with the initiation ofany previously evaluated FSAR Update
accidents. Fire-stops are also not credited with the mitigation ofpreviously evaluated

accidents. Therefore, neither the probability nor the consequences ofpreviously evaluated

FSAR Update accidents are increased.

The design and spacing of fire-stops as implemented in this change do not reduce the
ability of the fire protection system to limit the propagation offires and consequently the
release ofradioactivity after an accident. This change does not reduce the effectiveness of
the fire hazards analyses as given in the FSAR Update.

Minor modifications to the cable tray fire-stops do not increase the possibility ofdifferent
types ofaccidents or malfunctions.

Fire-stop spacing is not governed by any TS.

19. Modi Nonsafet -Related Mason Wall in the Turbine Buildin
DCP C-47949 Rev. 0, Unit 1 and DCP C-50069 Rev. 1, Unit 2

These modifications changed the classification of masonry walls in the turbine building
from safety-related to nonsafety-related status and /or provide strengthening modifications
consisting ofadding steel columns/beams to the walls and strengthening top and bottom
connections to meet Hosgri seismic requirements. Therefore, the masonry walls cannot
deform or fail in a manner that would adversely affect the function of the safety-related
components in proximity to these walls in accordance with the seismic interaction
program. None of these walls support safety-related equipment or serve a safety-related
function.

Safet Evaluation Summa

The modifications are passive in nature and do not alter wall's pressure retaining functions
and do not introduce new fire hazards to the fire zone. FHARE 106 documents the
acceptability of the modifications to the masonry walls that are fire barriers. Seismic
design margins are increased for these nonsafety-related masonry walls, however, these
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masonry walls need not conform to the elastic criteria or the Long Term Seismic Program

(LTSP) margins required for safety-related walls. Interactions with safety-related walls

have been included in the design ofthe safety-related walls. No accidents or malfunction

ofequipment are affected due to this change.

20. Seismic U rade to the Nuclear Steam Su 1 Sam le S stem and Post-Accident Sam le

system
DCP N-47953 Rev. 0, Unit 1 and DCP N-48953 Rev. 0, Unit 2

,
Seismic braces were added to the Nuclear Steam Supply Sample System (NSSSS) sample

sink cabinets and adjacent manual valve racks, and the Post-Accident Sample System

(PASS) electrical panels in both units were seismically reinforced. In addition, support
number 3 was removed and the support shortened on a P1001 seismic unistrut support
located above the Unit 2 PASS. This change was made to provide supplementary seismic

reinforcement to the NSSSS and PASS equipment to enhance the capability to obtain
boron samples after a seismic event.

Safet Evaluation Summa

The NSSSS and PASS are sample systems used for monitoring plant chemistry and are
not credited for preventing or mitigating any accident described in the FSAR Update. The
affected components are either Design Class IIor III(nonsafety-related) and do not
require seismic qualification, but are being seismically reinforced to meet commitments to
the NRC regarding sampling capability aAer a Hosgri seismic event. These modifications
affect equipment within the administrative controls requirements of the Post-accident

Sampling Program described in TS 6.8.4.e., but do not change the margin ofsafety.

21. Re lace Thermo-La Fire roofin with 3M Firewra on Conduits and Junction Boxes
Associated with the Resistance Tem erature Detector B ass Elimination Pro'ect
DCP A-47966 Rev. 0, Unit 1 and DCP A-48966 Rev. 0, Unit 2

This modification removed Thermo-Lag fireproofing material from conduits and junction
boxes associated with the Resistance Temperature Detector (RTD) Bypass Elimination
Project and replaced it with 3M firewrap system. Thermo-Lag cannot be reinstalled due
to the problems associated with its use (NRC Bulletin 92-01, Failure ofThermo-Lag 330
Fire Barrier System and NCR DCO-92-EN-N028). Although only 1-hour rated barriers
are required (as documented in SSER 23 and SSER 31), these replacement barriers are 3-
hour rated and provide additional margin in the level offire protection.

Safet Evaluation Summa

Modification to the FSAR Update description of electrical conduits and junction box
fireproofing does not have any impact on the safe shutdown function of these circuits, nor
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does it affect the function ofany equipment important to safety. Hence, there is no

increase in the probability or consequences ofpreviously evaluated FSAR Update
accidents or malfunctions ofequipment important to safety.

Although the existing 1-hour fireproofing system is replaced with a 3-hour rated system,
the one hour fire barrier protection as committed in the previous SSERs for the affected
safe shutdown circuits is maintained. Hence, the possibility ofnew accidents or new
malfunctions ofequipment important to safety is not created.

This modification has no impact on TS 3.4.1.3, 3.4.5 and operating license condition
2.c.(5). Therefore, the margin ofsafety as defined in the bases ofany TS is not reduced.

22. Modifications to Nonsafet -Related Mason Walls in the Auxilia Buildin
DCP C-47971 Rev. 0, Common and DCP C-48971 Rev. 0, Common

These modifications changed the classification of masonry walls A-2D and A-2F in the
office area ofEl. 85 ft of the auxiliary building from safety-related to nonsafety-related,
strengthened the top and bottom connections of the walls, removed the part of the wall
above safety-related conduits passing through the walls, and provided new safety-related
support for the conduits. There are no safety-related components attached to these walls
except two safety-related conduits that penetrate through the walls. This modification
isolates the safety-related conduits from the masonry wall so that the movement or failure
ofthe wall does not affect the safety-related conduits. These walls do not meet the elastic
requirements for Hosgri earthquake, nor the "LTSP'argins required for safety-related
walls.

Safet Evaluation Summa

The safety-related classification of these masonry walls was based on the support provided
to the grouted penetrations of the safety-related conduits and connection to an adjacent
safety-related masonry wall. With the safety-related conduits isolated, the connecting
safety-related wall evaluated to withstand the effects of the interaction of these nonsafety-
related walls, and no other safety-related equipment located on or in their vicinity, these
walls do not have any safety functions and were reclassified as nonsafety-related. Also,
these walls are not fire barriers.

23. Im lement Seismic Confi uration Control Pro ram for Desi n Class IIand IIIE ui ment
with Seismic uglification Re uirements
DCP N-47984 Rev. 0, Units 1 and 2

This change merely identified existing seismic qualification requirements for certain Design
Class IIand IIIstructures, systems, and components. These seismic qualification
requirements exist because of license or FSAR Update commitments or to assure the
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functionality ofDesign Class I components. The changes to design drawings, the Q-list,

Design Criteria Memoranda, and the FSAR Update reflect these existing requirements.

One component (NSSSS sample sink) within the scope ofthis change was reclassified

from Design Class IIIto Design Class II to reflect that the component, while not safety-

related, is important to the operation of the plant. There are no technical differences in the

requirements for Design Class IIand IIIcomponents; therefore, this reclassification merely
reflects the true function ofthis component.

Safet Evaluation Summa

This change does not change the design basis of the affected components, but reflects
more clearly that seismic qualification requirements exist for certain Design Class IIand

IIIsystems, structures, and components. Hence, this change does not increase the

probability or consequences ofpreviously evaluated FSAR Update accidents or
malfunctions.

This change, by its basic nature and scope, does not create any possibility ofaccidents or
malfunctions ofa different type than any previously evaluated in the FSAR Update.

This change does not result in a reduction ofmargins ofsafety as defined in the basis for
any TS. The change provides for enhanced seismic configuration control and does not
affect the seismic qualification ofany equipment controlled by the TS.

24. Re lace CircuitBreakersat4-kVBusDwithBreakersofaHi herInterru tin Ratin
DCP E-48962 Rev. 0, Unit 2

This change replaced the existing circuit breakers at 4-kV Bus D with breakers ofhigher
interrupting rating. The interrupting rating of250 mVA for the existing breakers was
below the available short circuit current assuming a three phase fault in a circuit at or near
the bus. This is a potential safety hazard in the event ofa circuit fault since this could lead

to an explosion on failure to interrupt the fault'urrent. This change replaced eight circuit
breakers with breakers ofan interrupting rating of350 mVA. These breakers are non-
Class lE equipment that are located in the non-vital switchgear room.

This change represented the first phase of the 4-kV breaker replacement project, the
purpose ofwhich is to gain experience in the use and maintenance of the new type of
breaker and to improve installation methods when replacing breakers in the vital buses.

Continued operation of the 4-kV circuit breakers is based on a limited extended rating of
the breaker, which was predicated on a design change in the near future.
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Safet Evaluation Summa

The non-Class lE 4-kV breakers are not the cause ofany accident previously evaluated in
the FSAR Update, nor do the breakers provide any function related to the accident or to
accident mitigation.

This change replaced existing non-Class 1E equipment with equipment ofa higher rating,
but still performing the same nonsafety-related functions. Therefore, this change has no
impact on equipment important to safety and does not cause any malfunction ofequipment
important to safety.

4

No diFerent types ofaccidents or malfunctions are caused by the replacement of the non-
Class 1E 4-kV breakers, and these breakers are not part of the TS.

25. Stren hen Nonsafet -Related Mason Wall in the Turbine Buildin
DCP C-49019 Rev. 0, Unit 1

This modification strengthened nonsafety-related masonry walls in the turbine building
El. 140 ft connected to safety-related walls. The modifications consisted ofadding steel
columns/beams to the walls and strengthening top and bottom connections so that these
masonry walls are seismically qualified to meet the same criteria as safety-related walls.
None of these walls support safety-related equipment, serve a safety-related function, or
are fire barriers.

Safet Evaluation Summa

The modifications are passive in nature and do not alter pressure retaining functions ofthe
walls and do not introduce new fire hazards to the fire zone. Seismic design margins are
increased to these nonsafety-related masonry walls to account for potential interactions
with connected safety-related walls. No accident or malfunction ofequipment or its
consequences are aQ'ected due to this change.

26. Im lement New Instrument Classification for Re ulato Guide 1 97 Instrumentation
DCP J-49022 Rev. 0, Unit 1 and DCP J-50022 Rev. 0, Unit 2

This change implemented a new instrument classification for instrumentation credited for
RG 1.97 Category 2 and 3 instrumentation that is controlled by a new graded quality
program (QA Class T ). No hardware changes are associated with this program.

Safet Evaluation Summa

The design change does not involve any physical modification to a system, equipment, or
component at the plant. The accident scenarios evaluated in the FSAR Update are not
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affected by this design change. This change does not change system interfaces in any way
and does not change any instrument ranges or setpoints. The installed hardware's

capability to perform its necessary functions under accident conditions is not affected.

This change maintains these instruments'uality requirements as required by RG 1.97.

Hence, no previously evaluated or new accident or malfunction or its consequences are

affected due to this change.

This change does not introduce any new failure modes.

The instrument classification changes specified for the devices in this change do not alter
or have a negative impact on surveillance requirements or limiting conditions for operation
addressed in TS 3.3.3.6 for Accident Monitoring Instrumentation and Section 3.3.3.4 for
Meteorological Monitoring Instrumentation. Therefore, no TS bases are affected.

27. U rade the Dedicated Shutdown Panel and other Related E ui ment to Class 1E

DCP E-49031 Rev. 0, Unit 1 and DCP E-50031 Rev. 0, Unit 2

This change upgraded to Class 1E the following components: a) the dedicated shutdown
panel (DSP); b) the RCS temperature selector switch located on the DSP panel; c) control
switches located on the DSP panel to operate valve 8145; d) internal wiring, terminal
blocks, and fuses associated with (b) and (c); and e) Reactor Vessel Level Indication
System (RVLIS) relays, RA1, RA2, RA3, and RA4 located in panels PAM3 and PAM4.
This classification upgrade results from corrective actions for NCRs and RG 1.97 findings.

The additional qualification requirements resulting from the classification upgrade ensure

that the functional requirements ofthe components and associated systems willcontinue
to be satisfied.

The upgrade to Class 1E for these components was justified by examining the
environmental qualification (EQ) and seismic qualification (SQ) requirements, how the
components were originally purchased, similar and identical safety-related models in stock
or installed in the plant, the maintenance history ofcomponents within the same

instrument loop as the affected component, and other documents that identify as-built
conditions.

Safet Evaluation Summa

The equipment whose classification was upgraded in this change is not part ofany
accident initiation scenarios evaluated in the FSAR Update.

Upgrading the classification ofthe DSP panel, the safety-related components within it, and

the RVLIS relays located in PAM3 and PAM4 ensures that all future maintenance work
required for this equipment willfollow proper QA procedures associated with Class lE
equipment. Hence, there is no increase in accident consequences due to this change.
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The equipment classification upgrade and additional qualification requirements do not
increase either the probability or occurrence or consequences ofpreviously evaluated

malfunctions.

The equipment's higher classification (1E) and consequent qualification do not create any
new failure modes. Seismically induced system interaction and fire protection issues were
adequately addressed in the design change. Hence, no different type ofaccident or
malfunction is created due to this change.

This classification upgrade does not reduce the margin ofsafety as defined in the basis for
TS 3.3.3.5 and 3.3.3.6.

28. Re lace Auxilia Saltwater Pum Motor Power Cables
DCP E-49033 Rev. 0, Unit 1

This change replaced the power cables for the auxiliary saltwater ((ASW) Pump Motor
1-2, consisting ofethylene-propylene rubber (EPR) insulation and hypalon or neoprene
jacket with a cable type of the same insulation but having a jacket material with a much
greater resistance to chemicals. The replacement cable has a linear low density
polyethylene (LLDPE) jacket.

The replacement cables are Class IE and were purchased from a supplier on the PGAE
Qualified Suppliers List (QSL) since they are used for a safety-related application. The
cables, though qualified for harsh environment outside containment, do not require
environmental qualification (EQ) since they are installed in enclosed raceways that are in a

mild environment.

The LLDPE jacket, unlike the existing hypalon jacket, does not meet IEEE Std. 383
vertical tray flame test requirements; however, this is acceptable since the cables are
installed in enclosed raceways (i.e., conduit, pull box, junction box, etc.).

Safet Evaluation Summa

The ASW pumps are not associated with the initiation ofany previously evaluated
accident scenarios. The replacement of the cables with qualified replacements (as
described above) does not have any effect on radiological consequences ofany accident
analysis since the accident mitigation support capabilities of the ASW system are not
affected. Therefore, neither the probability ofoccurrence nor the consequences of
previously evaluated FSAR Update accidents are increased.

The new cables are equivalent to the existing cables, and all other design criteria were not
changed (seismic support, electrical load, electric protection, redundancy, etc.). Hence,
there is no increase in the probability or consequence ofpreviously evaluated
malfunctions.
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This change provides greater assurance that ASW Pump 1-2 willnot fail/malfunction due

to cable failure caused by chemical attack, due to the excellent chemical resistance

properties ofLLDPE jacket material.

The change does not affect the performance ofa safety system (ASW) and does not affect

the system margin ofsafety.

29. Steam Generator Blowdown Flash Tank Drain to Overboard Dischar e

DCP N-49035 Rey. 0, Unit 1 and DCP N-50035 Rev. 0, Unit 2

This design change added a new blowdown path from the stream generator blowdown
flash tank to the overboard discharge. The new path connects the outlet ofthe blowdown
heat exchanger to the blowdown tank overflow line. This path allows continuous
discharge ofa portion of the blowdown (60 to 150 gpm) to the overboard discharge. This
willallow the make-up water plant to operate at an efficient level and willstabilize the
DO2 level" in the condensate storage tank and prevent buildup ofsecondary side chemical
contaminants.

Safet Evaluation Summa

The portion of the steam generator blowdown (SGBD) system that was modified is the
Class II (nonsafety-related) portion downstream of the containment isolation valves (not
included in any TS). During normal plant operation, the overboard discharge path to
which the new blowdown path is connected is monitored by existing radiation detectors
that terminate the discharge when radioactivity is detected. Also, the blowdown system is

continuously monitored for radioactivity by an existing sampling system that parallels the
blowdown flow from each steam generator. When a preset activity level is detected,
blowdown is terminated automatically. The design flow for the new discharge path is

within the original discharge flow rates for the SGBD system and well within the discharge
permit limits for which the system has been evaluated. This change does not increase the
potential activity release for which the system has been previously evaluated

30. Remove Post-Accident Iodine Monitor -40 and its ALARAMonitor -35 from
~ervice
DCP J-49040 Rev. 0, Unit 1 and DCP J-50040 Rev. 0, Unit 2

This modification removed RX-40 (Post-Accident Iodine Monitoring) and its ALARA
monitor (RE-35) from service. The design change also modified the PAM2 panel by
removing all of the abandon-in-place rate meters/controllers and installing blanking panels
or plates.

RX-40 required extensive maintenance to operate and maintain, and the obsolescence of
spare parts was becoming an issue. The new Plant Vent Digital Radiation Monitoring
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System (PV-DRMS) adequately monitors the iodine and gaseous efHuents with both a

normal (RM-14 containing RE-14/24/28) and redundant (RM-14R containing RE-
14R/24R/28R) skid. The post-accident monitoring is handled by RE-87 (which inputs to
RM-14) and the extended range skid's redundant particulate/iodine filters (RF-87A and

RF-87B). RE-35 was used for ALARAmonitoring around RX-40 only.

Safet Evaluation Summa

This modification transferred the function ofRX-40 to the PV-DRMS. The PV-DRMS
has sufficient monitoring and sampling capabilities to envelope the requirements ofRX-40.
The PV-DRMS also has redundant sampling. The capability to monitor and evaluate an

event/accident was not eliminated, only transferred to the PV-DRMS. The range ofthe
new equipment adequately envelopes the existing range. Therefore, neither the
consequence nor the probability ofoccurrence ofany accident previously evaluated in the
FSAR Update have been increased. Since the PV-DRMS only monitors an accident by
measuring the efHuent released from the plant vent stock and does not perform any ~

accident mitigating functions, it cannot cause a malfunction ofequipment important'to
safety that can increase the consequence ofan accident or create a different type of
accident. The TS do not address the post-accident iodine monitoring capability.
Therefore, the modification does not reduce the margin ofsafety as defined in any TS
basis.

31. Seconda S stem H Control.'mmonia to Ethanolamine Conversion
DCP N-49047 Rev. 0, Units 1 and 2

Secondary system pH control is important to the continued integrity ofmajor equipment
and piping components, especially the steam generators. Maintaining the water chemistry
in the basic range has been accomplished throughout the plant life using the AVT (all
volatile treatment) approach by the addition ofammonia (NHiOH) to the feedwater.
Another amine compound, ethanolamine (ETA), recommended by EPRI, was tested
during 1993 as a replacement pH control agent in Unit 1. Numerous benefits were
realized during the test period, including lowered iron transport to the steam generators.
It was decided to permanently replace the ammonia with ETA as the injected chemical in
the condensate and auxiliary feedwater systems. The DCP defined this change which
continues to use all the same equipment for the storage, transfer, and injection of the new
chemical.

Safet Evaluation Summa

The only substantive change resulting from the DCP was the replacement ofone chemical
additive with another one. The 50.59 evaluation reviewed the resulting change in
chemistry and the potential and attendant effects of this altered, secondary-side water
chemistry.
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Maintenance ofa proper secondary-side water chemistry is important to safety-significant

components in the plant. Degradation ofthese components can lead to challenges to plant

safety systems or events/accidents evaluated in FSAR Update, Chapters 3 and 15. The

possibility for turbine blade failure, steam generator tube rupture, main steam line break,

etc. is, in part, dependent on the corrosion ofparts and surfaces. Following established
'hemistryspecifications reduces the corrosion that can lead to these failures. Industry

testing and experience have shown ETA to be capable ofcontributing to water chemistries

that control corrosion, including general and crevice corrosion.

The following issues and potential effects have also been investigated to assure that no

deleterious consequences are created with the use ofETA:

~ the compatibility ofexisting storage, transfer, and injection equipment with a change
from ammonia to ETA

~ the effects ofETA reaction and decomposition products (e.g., weak, short chain,
organic acids: formic, acetic, glycolic) on material corrosion or cracking and masking
of strong acid ions in cation conductivity measurement

~ the effect ofETA on nonmetal materials in the wetted systems (e.g., seals, packing,
gaskets, liners', and polisher resins)

~ the habitability of the control room in the event ofa large spill ofETA, including
discontinuance of the need for self-contained breathing apparatus previously
required for an ammonia spill

Maintenance of the integrity of the various components assures that no previously
analyzed accidents or malfunctions are any more likely to occur. In fact, ceasing storage
ofammonia has removed the major constituent ofthe toxic gas threat to plant personnel.
The dose consequences ofpreviously evaluated events are similarly not increased. The
ETA is compatible,.with the systems environment in which it is stored and used; therefore,
no new or different accidents or malfunctions have been created. TS 3.4.5, 3.7.1, and
3.7.2 deal with components and equipment that are in direct contact with feedwater/steam
fluids containing ETA. The performance ofbarriers and functions required by these TS
has been maintained so as to not encroach on the margin ofsafety associated with each of
these specifications. Removing bulk storage ofammonia from the plant site has reduced a

potential threat to control room habitability as discussed in TS 3.7.6.

32. Revision ofAirflowRate to the 4-kV Switch ear Room and the Cable S readin Room
DCP H-49059 Rev. 0, Units 1 and 2

The design change involved the revision ofthe design bases for the 4-kV switchgear room
and the cable spreading rooms. The change lowers the design minimum airflow rates from
6000 cfm to 4000 cfm. Recent airflow measurements showed that the actual airflow rates
were below the 6000 cfm. Evaluation of the as-found airflow measurements has shown
that the lowered airflow rate does not affect the design bases temperature ofthe areas

served by the fans. This DCP changed the flow rate to 4000 cfm to conform to the
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as-measured flow rates. The cable spreading room requires a minimum of 1200 cfm and

the switchgear room requires 2800 cfm to adequately satisfy the heat load and to keep the

ambient temperature below the design limits.

Safet Evaluation Summa

The maximum ambient temperatures (104 deg) willnot be exceeded by the design change.

Thus, the proposed change does not affect overall system performance in a manner that
could lead to an accident or cause an accident previously evaluated to change its

frequency because the maximum ambient temperatures are still below the design

maximum. There is no increase in the probability ofan accident previously evaluated in
the FSAR Update. Since the safety-related function of the 4-kV switchgear room and the

cable spreading room is unaffected, the consequences ofan accident previously evaluated

in the FSAR Update are not increased.

33. Re air ofSteam Generator Feedwater Rin J-Tubes
DCP P-49078 Rev. 0, Unit 1 and MMP M000016 Rev. 1, Unit 2

This change removed the existing Steam Generators 1-1 and 1-4 Feedwater Ring J-tube
numbers 1, 33, and 34; Steam Generator 1-2 Feedwater Ring J-tube numbers 34 and 35;
and Steam Generator 1-3 Feedwater Ring J-tube numbers 1 and 34. The change also

enlarged the existing hole on the pipe/fitting and installed a 4 x 2-inch concentric reducer
of inconel material. The existing J-tubes are shortened and butt welded to the 2-inch end

ofthe concentric reducer. This change was performed in order to repair, and preclude
future, erosion of the inside surface of the carbon steel feedwater pipe/fitting at the above
mentioned J-tube to feedwater ring connections. This change precludes erosion of the
feedwater ring wall to a point where the J-tube would detach from the ring and migrate
down the steam generator toward the steam generator tubes.

Safet Evaluation Summa

The modified design of the affected J-tubes is an improvement over the existing design and

safety-related material and work procedures were used. Hence, this change does not
increase the probability or consequences ofpreviously evaluated FSAR Update accidents
or malfunctions.

The structural integrity ofthe Feedwater Ring to J-tube connection has been improved
due to this change and, hence, its function has been enhanced. No new accidents or
malfunctions are generated due to this change.

Since the structural integrity of the Feedwater Ring to J-tube connections were improved,
there is no reduction in the margin ofsafety for TS 3/4.4.5 and 3/4.7.2 resulting from this
change.
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34. Plu in ofReactor Coolant Pum Lower Bearin Tem erature Element Thermowell

DCP N-49095 Rev. 0, Unit 1

This change installed a seal-welded 1/2-inch NPT pipe plug in place ofTE-153, RCP 1-3

radial bearing temperature, and allowed for installation ofa seal-welded pipe plug in place

of the other Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) radial bearing temperature element in case of
future leaks. This disabled the RCP radial bearing outlet temperature indication.

However, other measurements are available (such as No. 1 seal leakoF floand

temperature, and axial and radial vibration monitoring, and CCW flow indication) that
provide indication ofRCP performance. The thermowell is Design Class I, Quality/Code
Class II (reactor coolant pressure boundary less than 3/8-inch in diameter), and the

temperature indication is Class IIand has no safety function.

TE-152, TE-153, TE-154, and TE-155 are located in the reactor coolant system near the

outlet ofeach RCP radial bearing and they measure the temperature of the water as it
moves upward to the seal package. Pressure/vacuum testing of these thermowells was

performed during 1R6 to measure leakage. The testing indicated that the TE-153
thermowell was leaking.

Safet Evaluation Summa

The FSAR Update evaluated accidents applicable to this design change are the RCP
locked-rotor accident and a small break loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA). It is not
expected that the thermowell willexperience total failure, but ifthe thermowell were to
tear loose, its location is such that it could not interact with the RCP rotor and possibly
cause a locked rotor. In addition, any seizure ofthe pump bearing is precluded by
graphite in the bearing. This provides assurance that the loss ofradial bearing temperature
indication willnot lead to increased probability ofan occurrence ofa locked-rotor
accident. Since the pipe plug and its installation meet the design, material, and

construction standards applicable to the thermowell, it can reasonably be concluded that
the probability ofa small RCS leak has not increased.

The normal makeup system can maintain pressurizer level for a break of0.375 inches and

a larger break would be required to be a small break LOCA. Since the maximum leak size

from a failure of the thermowell and pipe plug is 0.307 inches, and is contained inside
containment, the leakage resulting from the rupture of the thermowell and failure ofthe
pipe plug are bounded by the consequences ofa small break LOCA. For a RCP locked-
rotor accident, there are no new consequences due to the removal of the Class IIradial
bearing temperature indication, since this temperature indication does not provide any
accident mitigation functions. The RCP radial bearing temperature indication provides
early indication ofRCP malfunction, however, other indications, such as CCW flow and

No. 1 seal leakofF floand temperature, exist that ensure timely operator recognition ofa

RCP malfunction. Therefore, this design change does not impact the performance ofany
of the barriers limiting dose consequences or impede actions required to mitigate the
consequences ofanalyzed reactor accidents.
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This modification does not affect RCP operation and does not increase the probability of
pressure boundary leakage from the RCS. The plug is seal welded onto the thermowell

and is capable ofwithstanding full RCS pressure. Therefore, this design change does not

reduce the margin ofsafety as defined in the basis for any plant TS (Ref. TS Sections

3/4.4, Reactor Coolant System).

35. Install Redundant Containment Penetration Overcurrent Protection Fuses in Movable
Incore Detector S stem Cabinet RNICB
DCP E-49128 Rev. 0, Unit 1 and DCP E-50128 Rev. 0, Unit 2

The Movable Incore Detector System (MIDS) control circuit and MIDS leak detection
circuit do not have redundant containment penetration overcurrent penetration as required

by DCM T-18, Section 4.3.7,. and FSAR Update, Section 8.3.4.8. This modification
added redundant fuses for these circuits in panel RNICB. The new fuses and fuse blocks
are seismically mounted and panel RNICB remains seismically qualified. The MIDS
circuits are nonsafety-related.

Safet Evaluation Summa

The addition of redundant fuses to MIDS circuitry does not change the function or
operation of this circuit. This circuit plays no role in the initiation ofany previously
evaluated FSAR Update accidents. The fuse installation is seismically qualified to ensure

that the containment penetration overcurrent protection is available during and after a

design basis earthquake. The circuit itself is Design Class IIand plays no role in the
mitigation ofFSAR Update evaluated accidents, with the exception ofensuring
containment integrity. Hence, there is no increase in the probability or consequences of
previously analyzed FSAR Update accidents or malfunctions ofequipment important to
safety.

The addition ofredundant overcurrent protection devices enhances containment integrity
and does not create the possibility ofnew types ofaccidents or equipment malfunctions
not previously analyzed in the FSAR Update.

The basis for TS 3.3.3.2 is only concerned with MIDS test functionality. The basis for TS
3.8.4.2 is to ensure that the current is maintained below the penetration rating. This
change does not reduce the margin ofsafety for either ofthese TS or any other TS.

36. Eliminate the Steam Generator Blowdown Flash Tank Mist Se arator
DCP M-49182 Rev. 0, Unit 1

This modification removed the mist separator mesh pad and portions of the support
structure from inside the steam generator blowdown (SGBD) flash tank. The mist
separator is not required to remove moisture from the blowdown steam because it is
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eventually mixed with wet extraction steam from the low pressure turbine at the inlet

nozzle to the shell side ofFeedwater Heater 1-3A. There are no loads supplied by the

steam from the flash tank that require high quality steam.

The mist separator (also referred to as moisture or steam separator) installed inside the

SGBD flash tank for Unit 1 had become damaged and loose pieces of the fine mesh pad

had propagated into the discharge piping.

Safet Evaluation Summa

The SGBD flash tank is Design Class II and has no safety-related function. The removal
of the moisture separator does not affect the performance or integrity of the fiash tank.
None of the accidents analyzed in the FSAR Update are affected by this change. There is

no equipment important to safety that is impacted by the removal ofthe moisture
separator. Failure of the tank is enveloped by the analysis ofsecondary system pipe
breaks, and the possibility ofan accident ofa different type than previously evaluated in
the FSAR Update is not created. There is no TS applicable to SGBD flash tank.

37. Refuelin Water Purification Pi in Modification
DCP N-50115 Rev. 0, Unit 2

To aid in the movement ofwater during refueling outages and to reduce Liquid Radwaste
System impacts, changes were made to the spent fuel pool (SFP) and refueling water
purification piping loops in Unit 2. The new piping and valves permit more rapid draining
of the refueling canal to the liquid holdup tanks for one lineup and, in another lineup,
permit filtering ofSFP water (prior to demineralizing) to segregate cobalt-containing
solids from the dimineralizer resin sluice water. Appropriate positioning of the new and

existing valves is required to prevent draining of the refueling water storage tank (RWST)
and to maintain the seismic integrity of the SFP Cooling System.

Safet Evaluation Summa

The design, configuration, and operation of the system with the added operational
flexibilitydo not compromise the safety-significant aspects of the spent fuel, SFP, SFP

cooling, or RWST, as follows. There is no impact on the probability or consequences of
the postulated fuel handling accident. Due to valve positioning and similarity with
previous flow paths, the seismic integrity of the SFP Cooling System is commensurate
with the prior configuration. No new failure modes or effects have been introduced into
this Design Class IIportion of the system. Risk of loss ofSFP or RWST (ECCS) water
inventory is not increased due to appropriate maintenance of the piping, pipe support,
valve design, and valve positioning. Allmodifications are localized, compatible materials
were used, and administrative controls are maintained over new interfaces so as to
preclude any different accident or malfunction from occurring. The TS requirements for
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the refueling canal and SFP water levels are met through the combination ofdesign and

administrative controls for the new system components.

38. Intake Structure Conduit Re lacement - Maintenance Modification Packa e

MMP M000019-1 Rev. 1, Units 1 and 2

Conduit at the intake structure is corroding. This MMP allows PVC-coated, rigid iron
conduit to be used when replacing the corroded conduit. The FSAR Update previously
stated that aluminum conduit is used where corrosion may be present. PVC-coated, rigid
iron conduit has been added as an acceptable means to prevent corrosion.

The reason for the MMP is that the conduit material is called out in the applicable raceway
schedule and sometimes on layout drawings. When the conduit is changed, this MMP
provides guidance necessary to assure that appropriate drawings are updated.

Safet Evaluation Summa

The PVC coating on the rigid iron conduit is a corrosion inhibitor that willnot affect the
electrical characteristics or performance of the conduit. Implementation of the MMP does
not change the way any system functions. Therefore, the use ofPVC-coated, rigid iron
conduit has no affect on a previously evaluated FSAR Update accident or on equipment
important to safety. The change does not create any new accident or equipment
malfunction.

B. Temporary Plant Modifications, Electrical Jumpers and Lifted Leads,
Mechanical Jumpers and Bypasses, and Test Equipment

1. TestE ui ment InstallationFor Cpm onent Coolin WaterHeatExchan er
Performance Test Unit 2

To run a performance test on the Unit 2 component cooling water (CCW) heat
exchangers, the following temporary plant modifications were made. The auxiliary
saltwater (ASW) inlet temperature local indicators were removed and replaced with test
RTDs, and the outlet temperature local indicators with their thermowells were removed
and replaced with specially designed test RTDs. These temporary modifications also
installed dP transmitters across the ASW vents and drains ofboth CCW heat exchangers.

The temporary modification to the CCW side ofheat exchangers removed the inlet
temperature element and the outlet local temperature indicator for each heat exchanger
and replaced them with test RTDs. The temporary modifications also installed flow
transmitters in parallel with the permanently installed flow transmitters for the "A," "B,"
and "C" CCW vital headers.
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Since the local temperature indicators were removed to install the test equipment, it was
necessary to read the temperatures from the data logger located in the heat exchanger
room.

Safet Evaluation Summa

The removal the ASW outlet local temperature indicators and thermowells for the two
CCW heat exchangers impacted the ASW pressure boundary integrity. The temporary
test equipment was seismically installed where the thermowells were removed. The
installation included a ball valve for isolation. Any possible leakage from the temporary
ASW outlet RTD installation was enveloped by the existing FSAR Update analysis. A
separation of the temperature probe in the heat exchanger ASW outlet nozzle would not
impact the flow to any safety-related equipment.

The replacement of the temperature elements and local temperature indicators and the
thermowells for the CCW heat exchanger, CCW inlet and outlet, and ASW inlet insured
that the pressure boundary integrity was retained for this part ofthe temporary
modifications.

Plow transmitters installed in parallel with the CCW Vital Headers "A"and "B" and the
Miscellaneous Service Header "C" flow transmitters were connected downstream of the
root valves. These test transmitter were only valved in during the performance of the test
and could be isolated during plant operation in the event ofunusual operating conditions.

The test dP transmitters were installed across ASW vents and drains ofboth CCW heat
exchangers. The test transmitters were installed downstream of the root valves for PT-5
and PT-6. The transmitters were only valved in during the test and could be isolated
during plant operations in the event ofunusual conditions.

The installed test equipment was small when compared to the size of the CCW heat
exchangers and, therefore, meet the seismically induced system interaction exclusion
criteria 3.4.14.

2. Vibration Monitorin E ui ment Installation on Diesel Generators 2-1 and 2-2 Unit 2

This jumper installed vibration monitoring equipment on the fan pillowblocks and the
right-angle gear boxes ofDiesel Generators 2-1 and 2-2 to assist in determining vibration
levels.

Safet Evaluation Summa

The vibration equipment installed by this jumper was small and did not adversely impact
the engine structure. The monitoring equipment was small compared to the pillowblocks
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and gear boxes and, therefore, meets the seismically induced system interaction exclusion

Criteria 3.4.14.

The margin ofsafety of the diesel generator systems was not reduced by the installation of
this jumper, and the jumper did not render the diesel generator systems unable to perform
their safety function.

3. Remove Shaft Guard from West End ofDiesel Generators 2-1 and 2-2 Unit 2

This jumper removed the shaft guard from the west end of the diesel (between the engine
and the fan housing), including the metal box at the engine. The guard was removed to
perform a partial shaft alignment check to support a surveillance test procedure.

The jumper was installed on Diesel Generators 2-1 and 2-2, one at a time. In order to
ensure the diesel generators were available to operations in a loss ofoftsite power event, it
was necessary to have the guards removed for a period of time, not to exceed one month.
The guards were removed from the area to prevent them from becoming missiles in a

seismic event.

Safet Evaluation Summa

The diesels remained seismically qualified and the guards were not credited except for
personnel protection.

The margin ofsafety of the diesel generator system was not reduced by installation of the
jumper. The jumper did not render the diesel generator system unable to perform its
safety function.

4. Connect Test E ui ment to Steam Generator Level Channel 537 Unit 1

The purpose of these jumpers was to connect test equipment to normal test points at the
front ofEagle rack for one test, and connect test equipment to the normal test point at the
front and terminal points at the back of the Eagle rack for the other test. The jumpers
were installed such that the seismic qualification ofthe Eagle equipment was not
compromised. The test leads were run so that the circuit separation requirements were
not violated. The test equipment was installed in one rack only.
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Safet Evaluation Summa

The installation of test equipment into the normal front panel test points and back terminal

points did not affect the operation of the plant equipment. The margin ofsafety was not

affected by the connection of test equipment to the test points and terminal points of the

Eagle equipment since it did not affect the operation of the plant.

5. Electrical Jum er Installation in the Fuel Handlin Buildin Ventilation and Air
Conditionin Panel OV2 Unit 2

The Unit 2 POV2 card cage connector A-19 Pin 1 was broken and would not make

contact with the corresponding connection pin on the printed circuit board (PCB). This
connection supplies the+12 Vdc to the reed relay coils on the PCB. The jumper supplies
the+12 Vdc from an easily accessible point on Card A-18 to an easily accessible point on

Card A-19. The jumper was very short, properly secured and the connections fit snugly.

The jumper was removed during the Unit 2 refueling outage, 2R6.

Safet Evaluation Summa

The jumper restored the designed function of the PCB A-19. The temperature increase at

the jumper location with all the reed relays on PCB A-19 energized was evaluated and the
increase was very small. The jumper did not have any impact on safety parameters or
margins ofsafety.

6. ConnectS are Lop 3 Tcold Resistance Tem erature Detector as the 0 eratin

Resistance Tem erature Detector Unit 2

The accuracy of the operating Loop 3 RTD was in question. This jumper connected the
spare Loop 3 RTD as the operating RTD. The response time of the spare RTD was
verified to meet the requirements. Overall, there was no affect on the functional
requirements by the added jumper.

The RTDs and associated wiring were removed during the 2R6 refueling outage as part of
the RTD elimination effort.

Safet Evaluation Summa

The spare RTD was designed and installed to be the backup to the operating RTD. The
spare RTD was tested using the same tolerances and procedures as the operating RTD.
The spare RTD offset values and response time were verified as current and in tolerance

by the performance ofsurveillance test procedures. The margin ofsafety was not
reduced.
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7. Install Tem ora Debris Screen in the Suction Foreba of the Auxilia Saltwater

S stem Unit 2

This jumper allowed the temporary installation ofa stationary debris screen in the suction

train of the Unit 2 AuxiliarySaltwater System (ASW). The temporary screen was

installed to provide the secondary filtering process while the ASW traveling water screen

was removed for repairs. The temporary screen was designed using similar criteria as the

traveling water screen for filtering capability (mesh size and flow area), structural

integrity, and loads due to flow and debris collection. The temporary screen was designed

with Seismically Induced Systems Interaction Program considerations. The temporary
screen was stationary and did not have a cleaning system; thus, manual cleaning of the
screen was necessary.

Safet Evaluation Summa

The ASW debris removal system, including the traveling water screens, are Design Class

II and are not required for accident mitigation or safe operation of the plant. The ASW
debris removal system is not included in the evaluation ofany design bases accident
analyses. The ASW performed as designed with the temporary screen installed. The
temporary screen was designed ofmaterials suitable for the temporary service and

maintained its structural integrity. The operability of the ASW system and its redundant
cooling capacity was maintained to ensure safe operation in normal and accident
situations.

8. Electrical Jum er: ReactorVesselLevelIndicationS stem TrainB Unit2

The HI and LO capillary fiuid alarms for all three Reactor Vessel Level Indication System
(RVLIS) isolators are ganged in series, and any one alarm indicates an alarm for all
isolators in the control room. This jumper disables the LO fluid alarm generated by
RVLIS Isolator LIS-1320. The jumper maintains operability of the remaining alarm
features.

Safet Evaluation Summa

The only affect this jumper had on equipment operation s is the loss ofannunciation,
which is compensated for by the daily Operation walkdown. The installation of the jumper
had no affect on the level indication, which is the portion of the system used to mitigate
the consequences of an accident. No credit for the jumpered-out alarm is taken in any
accident analysis.
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C. Procedures

Chemist Administrative Procedure; Molar Ratio Mana ement ofthe Steam Generator

Second a Chemist
CAP A-19Rev. O,Units 1 and 2

This procedure implements a small chemical injection skid to the secondary system to add

ammonium chloride. The ammonium chloride is added to balance the sodium
contaminants in the steam generators. The intent of this procedure is to lower tube

support plate crevice pH and, therefore, reduce the potential for caustic cracking and

intergranular stress corrosion cracking.

Safet Evaluation Summa

Implementing this procedure does not efFect the design basis or the original design intent
ofthe Chemical Feed System or Secondary System and does not afFect other equipment
important to safety. This procedure does not alter the secondary chemistry out ofthe
range previously addressed in the FSAR Update. The procedure implementation does not
afFect any TS criteria.

2. Graded ualit Pro ram For Re ulato Guide 1.97 Cate o 2 and 3 Instrumentation
Inter-Departmental Administrative Procedure (IDAP)
CF3.ID12 Rev. 0, Units 1 and 2

The FSAR Update Section 17.2 was revised to clarify that requirements of the Quality
Assurance Program apply to.Regulatory Guide 1.97 Category 2 and 3 post-accident
monitoring (PAM) instrumentation. The specific graded quality provisions are contained
in IDAP CF3.ID12.

Safet Evaluation Summa

The implementation of the IDAP creates programmatic quality requirements for RG 1.97

Category 2 and 3 PAM instrumentation consistent with requirements contained in RG
1.97. Creation of this program provides requirements for configuration control, problem
resolution, periodic servicing, testing and calibration, and controls on maintenance,
modifications, and procurement.

This IDAP institutes procedural controls that provide assurance that Category 2 and 3

PAM instrumentation willbe capable ofperforming its monitoring function. PAM
instrumentation within the scope of the Equipment Qualification Program remains subject
to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B quality assurance requirements.

The procedural controls for Category 2 and 3 PAM instrumentation implemented by this
IDAP do not reduce the margin ofsafety as defined in the bases for any TS.
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0 eratin Procedure: Control Room Inaccessibilit - Establishin Hot Standb

OP AP-8A Rev. 6, Unit 1

Operating Procedure OP AP-8A provides instructions for shutting down the plant in the
event ofa control room evacuation due to a fire. The changes made to the procedure in
this revision reflect the results of the safe shutdown analysis performed under the

Appendix R Document Enhancement Project. An alternate shutdown methodology is

credited for a fire in the cable spreading room or control room that would require control
room evacuation and shutdown from the hot shutdown panel, in conjunction with
completion ofoperator actions. A time and manpower study was performed to verify the
ability to complete operator actions within the system time constraints.

Safet Evaluation Summa

This revision to OP AP-8A does not introduce new fire hazards or include operator
actions that would affect the probability ofhaving to evacuate the Control Room, having a

fire, or losing offsite power. The safe shutdown analyses presented in Appendix 9.5A of
the FSAR Update for either control room or cable spreading room provide the alternate
shutdown methodology in the event ofa fire requiring control room evacuation. The
alternate shutdown methodology credits shutdown from the hot shutdown panel and
performance ofvarious local operation actions. This meth'odology has been included in
OP AP-8A. The addition ofoperator actions to conservatively mitigate spurious
equipment operation caused by multiple hot shorts is within the design of the component.
No new consequences ofequipment malfunction are introduced due to this procedure
revision. The equipment credited for safe shutdown in OP AP-8A willbe operated within
its design capability. Therefore, the margin ofsafety as defined in the bases of the TS for
the safe shutdown component is not reduced.

Fire Bri ade Trainin
TQ1.DC12 Rev. 0, Units 1 and 2

This new procedure replaces AP B-51. The procedure is a total rewrite that incorporates
the commitment database requirements and implements the training program developed
from the job task analysis. The procedure transfers responsibility for training ofthe Fire
Brigade members and leaders from Safety, Health, and Emergency Services to the training
section.

Safet Evaluation Summa

The new training material is the product of the job task analysis. All,requirements in the
FSAR Update for training the fire brigade are include in the new program. This revision
of the procedure only changes the responsibility for training.
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De artmental Level Administrative Procedures DLAP
Procurement Document Processin and Control
AD9.DCl Rev. 2, Units 1 and 2

Purchase Classification and Documentation
AD9.DC2 Rev. 1, Units 1 and 2

These procedure changes allow a review and documented concurrence of the adequacy of
QA requirements stated in the procurement documents to be performed by independent
personnel trained and qualified in applicable QA practices and concepts, rather than by
Nuclear Quality Services personnel.

Safet Evaluation Summa

These changes to the procedures do not reduce the commitments in the QA Program
description previously accepted by the NRC. The changes provide additional flexibilityto
the program.

6. Maintenance Procedure Routine Preventive Maintenance ofBatte Char ers
MP E-67.7 Rev. 4, Units 1 and 2

This procedure revision provides for a temporary jumper to be install to supply DC power
to the emergency lighting, the site emergency auxiliary cabinets, the site emergency
auxiliary relay cabinets, and the P200 Computer while performing maintenance on the
battery charger.

Safet Evaluation Summa

The configuration of the non-vital DC bus does not interface with or aQect any safety-
related equipment. The emergency DC lights and the site emergency alarms willstill be
powered from a battery via the installed jumper. The configuration ofthe non-vital DC
bus and the power source for the emergency DC lights are not in the bases for any TS's.

7. 0 eratin Procedure Chemist Control Limits and Action Guidelines for the
Seconda S stems
OP F-5:II Rev. 8, Units 1 and 2

This procedure revision reflects changes in the normal ranges and action levels for steam
generator blowdown and feedwater chemistry. Some of these changes reflect improved
plant chemistry and the use ofethanolamine.
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Safet Evaluation Summa

The changes to the secondary chemistry made by the revision to the procedure do not
affect the accident analysis, the type ofaccidents previously evaluated, or the equipment
malfunctions for equipment important to safety. The secondary chemistry has been

improved and cannot affect the margin ofsafety.

D. Tests and Experiments

1. Surveillance Test Procedure: Com onent Coolin Water Flow Balancin
STP V-13ARev. 0, Units 1 and 2

Surveillance Test Procedure: Routine Surveillance Test ofContainment Fan Cooler Units
STP M-51 Rev. 15, Unit 1 and STP M-51 Rev. 4, Unit 2

Surveillance Test Procedure (STP) V-13A was written to change the fiow balance using
the throttle valves at the component cooling water (CCW) discharge from the containment
fan cooler unit (CFCU). The procedure was written to establish a CFCU flowbalance
that willresult in CCW flow to the CFCU coils within the allowable flow range during the
design basis accident ofgreater than 2000 gpm and less than 2500 gpm.

STP M-51 was revised to incorporate the effects ofCCW flowbalance in accordance with
STP V-13A.

Safet Evaluation Summa

STP V-13A does not provide a single value for comparison with the TS flowvalue. This
is due to the equipment and system configuration when performing the sur'veillance being
different from the minimum assumed equipment to satisfy the functional requirement to
operate during an accident. However, an engineering calculation demonstrates that for the
design basis containment pressure/temperature analyses (failure ofBus G), the CCW flow
to the CFCU willbe in accordance with the TS value of2000 gpm, thus satisfying the
surveillance. For a Bus H failure, the failure to isolate CCW C header is not limiting
because the analysis for 1600 gpm CCW flow to the CFCU provides adequate heat
removal when operated in conjunction with the containment spray during post-LOCA
conditions. The flow balance willlimit flow to the CFCU cooling coils to 2500 gpm. This
ensures that the CCW design basis temperature limit is not exceeded, thus meeting the
intent of the CFCU function as described in the TS Bases.
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2. Tem ora Procedure: Motor-0 crated ValveFlow Test-Containment S ra Valves

CS-9001A/B and CS-9003A/B
TP TB-9307 Rev. 0, Unit 1

This test attempts to provide the maximum practical achievable differential pressure across

the Containment Spray (CS) System valves on the pump discharge lines (CS-9001A/B)
and on the cross-tie line between the Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and CS Systems

(CS9003A/B).

This procedure operates the CS and RHR systems in an abnormal configuration to obtain

data required by NRC Generic Letter 80-10.

The actual test alignment configured the CS train and its related RHR train such that flow
was from the refueling water storage tank, through an operating CS pump, through the
trains CS-9001 and CS-9003 valves, and through the related RHR train piping discharging
to the reactor cavity.

During the performance of this test, jumpers were installed to defeat the open permissive
interlocks for CS/RHR cross-tie valves CS-9003A/B. The test was conducted in
Operating Mode 6 or during core offload when the CS system is not required to be

operable. Interlock were defeated to allow the alternate RHR train to provide core
cooling.

Safet Evaluation Summa

Allequipment and systems operated within their design parameters. Each train of the CS
was tested separately using the associated RHR train. Components being tested were not
required to perform their Emergency Core Cooling System function in the test mode. This
test did not decrease the margin of safety for any TS Bases.

3. Tem ora Procedure: Test ofEthanolamine as a H Control Additive in the Seconda
~Steam C cte
TP TC-9120 Rev. 0, Unit 1

This test replaced ammonia with another neutralizing amine, ethanolamine (ETA), for pH
control.

Safet Evaluation Summa

No accidents evaluated by the FSAR Update are aA'ected or can be caused by pH control
ofthe secondary chemistry. Control room habitability and ETA release hazards are more
conservative than ammonia.
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The primary interface of the secondary system with important to safety equipment is the

steam generator. Steam generator chemistry was monitored for proper corrosion control.

No margin ofsafety for any TS bases related to chemical control of the secondary
chemistry or to control room habitability was decreased due to the conservative nature of
ETA.

4. Tem ora Procedure: Motor-0 crated Valve Flow Test - Emer enc Core Coolin
S stem Valves 8801A 8804B 8807 and 8807B
TP TB-9404 Rev. 0, Unit 2

This procedure specifies the alignment ofEmergency Core Cooling System (ECCS)
equipment in both the normal injection mode and the simulated post-LOCA recirculation
mode. The post-LOCA alignments are required to achieve differential pressures at or near
the maximum design differential pressures for the MOVs being tested (8801A, 8804A,
8807A/B) to satisfy testing requirements ofNRC Generic Letter (GL 89-10). The
simulated post-LOCA alignments are the only alignments not specifically addressed in the
FSAR Update.

The test alignment has the residual heat removal (RHR) pumps take suction from Loop 4
of the Reactor Coolant System through valves 8701 and 8702, rather than from the
recirculation sump, and the alignment defeats the interlocks on the RHR supplies to safety
injection and chemical and volume control valves (SI-8804A/B) to achieve the required
alignment. The equipment is operated to gather the required data.

The procedure is conducted in Operating Mode 6 with the reactor vessel head removed.

Safet Evaluation Summa

Allequipment and systems operated within their design parameters. AllMOVdifferential
pressures for this test were evaluated and deemed acceptable by Engineering. The
components tested are not required to perform their ECCS function in the test mode
(Mode 6). The RHR system operation was not adversely affected by the test and the RCS
cooling was maintained throughout the test.

The test was conducted in Mode 6 so that failure ofcomponents to pass the test can be
evaluated or corrected prior to the components being required to perform their safety
function.

The test did not decrease the margin ofsafety as defined in the bases ofany TS.
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Equipment Control Guidelines (ECGs)

Fire Su ression S stems/Fire Su ression Water S stems

ECG 18.1 Rev. 2, Units 1 and 2,

The Fire Water Storage Tank (FWST) 0-1 low level alarm has been maintained at 96
percent ofthe tank's 300,000 gallon capacity to ensure that 270,000 "usable" gallons are
available. This change to ECG 18.1 allows this setpoint to be lowered to 92 percent of
the tank capacity. The purpose of the change is to allow for flexibilityofoperation, while
still ensuring adequate water inventory remains available to meet design requirements. An
evaluation ofthe system design demonstrated, that while this change would reduce the
quantity offire water that would be normally maintained in the FWST, the change would
have no adverse impact on the Diablo Canyon Fire Protection Program (FPP), nor does it
alter the basis for the NRC acceptance of the FPP.

Safet Evaluation Summa

The physical configuration of the plant and operating methods or conditions are not
altered by this change. Administrative controls ensure that sufficient inventory ofwater is
maintained in the FWST to support equipment and functions required to mitigate the
consequences ofdesign basis accidents. An evaluation of the FWST demonstrates that the
fire protection requirements, as well as other design basis requirements of the FWST, are
satisfied with the new low level setpoint. This change does not affect any TS margin of
safety.

Fire Hose Stations
ECG 18.2 Rev. 2, Units 1 and 2

Revision 2 to ECG 18.2 removes Fire Hose Station YL-6 from Table 18.0-2. Hose
Station YL-6 was provided to combat fires occurring in the yard area. No equipment
required for safe shutdown of the plant in the event ofa fire is located in this area. Hose
Station YL-6 has been physically removed by a plant change.

Safet Evaluation Summa

The Hose Station YL-6 was not credited for protecting any equipment required for safe
shutdown. The removal ofhose station has no affect on any FSAR Update accident
evaluation or Appendix R analysis. The removal ofHose Station YL-6 willnot reduce the
margin ofsafety as defined in the basis for any TS.
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3. Fire Detection Instrumentation
ECG 18.3 Rev. 1, Units 1 and 2

This revision to ECG 18.3 is for administrative clarification only. Emergency Diesel
Generator 1-3 is no longer common to both Units with the addition ofEmergency Diesel

Generator 2-3. The change removes the "common to both Units" footnote reference for
Emergency Diesel Generator 1-3.

Safet Evaluation Summa

The change was an administrative clarification only. There were no changes to existing
plant equipment or practices.

4. Fireprotection - CO S stem
ECG 18.5 Rev. 1, Units 1 and 2

This revision to ECG 18.5 adds the clarification of fire watch requirements for the cable

spreading room (CRS) when plant personnel are actively working in the area. This
revision also incorporates Diesel Generator 2-3 CO~ requirements.

Safet Evaluation Summa

The accident ofconcern is a fire in the CSR. The automatic actuation of the CO~ system
protecting these rooms is provided to limitdamage caused by a fire. Disabling the
automatic or manual actuation capabilities does not introduce an additional ignition
source, nor would it preclude a fire from starting. The ionization detectors provided
throughout the CRS will initiate an alarm in the control room to provide a prompt
response by the plant fire brigade to ensure that any fire willbe quickly detected and
extinguished in its incipient stages. The consequences ofa fire in the CSR has been

previously evaluated in the FSAR Update. Safe shutdown capabilities remain available in
the event ofa fire in the CRS.

When disabling the automatic and manual actuation capabilities, the operation of the
system is prevented, without operator action. When the system is manually initiated by
the operator, the end result, and the effect on the fire, would be the same. The time delay
to restore the system to operation is expected to be minimal, since the smoke detectors
provide an early audible and visual alarm in the control room, and the CSR is located
immediately below the control room. Having the CO~ system for the CRS aborted is a

current mode ofoperation and is within the design and operation of the system previously
evaluated.
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5. Technical Su ort Center Radiation Monitors
ECG 39.1 Rev. 1, Units 1 and 2

ECG 39.1 was revised to delete references to the implementing surveillance test
procedures. This information is available in the Procedure Commitment Database (PCD).
The references were deleted to avoid causing ECG revisions for administrative-only or
typographical changes.

Safet Evaluation Summa

This was an administrative change only. This ECG revision did not change the existing
plant practices or equipment.

Radioactive Gaseous EAluent Monitorin Instrumentation
ECG 39.4 Rev. 7, Units 1 and 2

Revision 7 to ECG 39.4 is an administrative only change. This revision changes the
responsibility for source checking the newly installed plant vent monitors from the
Instrumentation and Controls Department to the Operations Department.

Safet Evaluation Summa

This change is administrative only. Since installation of the plant vent monitors, the
Instrumentation and Controls Department has been performing the Analog Operational
Test in lieu ofsource checking to verify confidence in the new installation. The only
required test is a source check, which willnow be performed by the Operations
Department. The ECG was revised to reflect the change in responsibility.
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